An analysis of the crises of
Southern Africa
A situation characterised by increasing burden of parasitism
on the working people
Southern Africa is in the throes of economic and political
crises in South Africa, Zimbabwe, Namibia and Angola.
In South Africa there’s a louder and louder clamour even from
the ranks of the ANC itself for President Zuma’s removal on
the misleading conception of so-called State capture. Zuma’s
relationship with the Guptas is put forward as ‘State
Capture’.
(The fact is that the ANC State was always a comprador State
for the ruling classes of South Africa. In this sense the
State was ‘captured’ long before the Guptas. Police Chief
Jackie Selebi’s undignified relationships with organised
gangsters uncovered in 2010 and the Marikana Massacre of
miners in 2012 amongst general caretaking were adequate proof
of the aforesaid.)
Nevertheless, the South African State is all but bankrupt and
the mismanagement of central institutions such as ESKOM (the
power utility), which is now under investigation for ‘State
Capture’, and the State’s endangering and intrinsic inability
to develop adequate infrastructure for capitalism are
undoubtedly major issues behind the demand instigated by the
ruling classes.
In the midst of the South African crisis, the Zimbabwean Army
for all intents and purposes deposed Robert Mugabe due to
internal squabbles in the ZANU-PF seemingly on the question of
succession. However, the real reason (like in the rest of the
sub-region) is clearly dwindling or depleted resources and a

frenzy to be close to the last remaining State finances and to
serve international capitalism under austerity, which insists
on as few servants as possible.
(Unemployment is estimated in the bourgeois press at 95%. But
since the ‘estimate’ is coupled with ‘underemployment’, it is
actually impossible to ‘estimate’. This ‘statistic’ was
probably dreamed up in order to further revile Mugabe. What
probably is true is that in one fell swoop working people have
been rapidly turned into mostly temporary and seasonal
contract workers. But this trend is anyway happening in the
rest of the sub-region.)
Likewise, in Angola the new president Joao Lourenco, who took
over from Eduardo Dos Santos in August this year, is reported
to have dismissed Isabel dos Santos as chair of the state oil
company Sonangol on Wednesday, 15 November. She is said to be
$3,5 billion ‘strong’ from oil income. Given that oil is said
to comprise 90% of exports and the bulk of production, that
payment is in dollars, but that there is a perennial shortage
of FOREX (dollars), it will probably never be known how much
she and others are truly ‘worth’, as the dollars seem to
disappear before reaching Angola. (Exports in 2015 were
estimated at $37,3 billion and imports at about $22 billion.
There should have been no problem with foreign valuta.)
President Lourenço had reportedly already dismissed the heads
of several other state companies, including the three stateowned media companies.Bottom of Form Sonangol is reported to
be a partner with some of the biggest international oil
companies, including Exxon Mobil, Chevron and BP.
When MPLA (People’s Movement for the Liberation of Angola)
took over in 1975, they ‘nationalised’ all corner shops and
retail outlets, replaced them with severely under-stocked
‘Peoples Shops’ and set up ‘black markets’, without price
control, which allowed government ministers and officials to
make profits many times over the purchase price of the items.

These so-called black markets had hundreds of metres of
shelves loaded with every conceivable item and openly operated
with consumables and imported goods.
The same frenzy to loot as in the other countries of Southern
Africa saw the MPLA ignore the many high-rise buildings under
construction when the Portuguese had to leave in 1975. Until
very recently they were left with their cranes still standing
and the deteriorating infrastructure. Not even drainage was
considered, let alone aesthetics.
If one considers the reports that from 2001 to 2008 Angola was
one of the fastest growing economies in the world, with an
estimated average of 11% growth, of which increased oil
production constituted 17% of growth per year, it indicated a
seriously sick situation in which the rest of the economy,
especially agriculture, actually contracted by 6% per year:
negative growth of 6% growth in essential economy sector.
Agriculture is said to remain by-and-large subsistent.
Officially Angola has 26% unemployment, but some Angolans put
it much higher, even 70%. There is no way to determine the
true figure.
No doubt stirring popular anger had a say in these newest
developments just as in Zimbabwe.
However, if there is any change, it will be to strengthen the
grip of the IMF, World Bank, the European Union and the United
States. But, given the nature of oil companies, the looting
will undoubtedly continue in Angola, leading to a much harsher
situation for the more than 50% of impoverished Angolans and
the rest who are employed.
Namibia has seen the State go into bankruptcy due to
uncontrolled looting since 1990. By 1996 they had figured out
how to loot Pension Funds, in cahoots with mining companies
such as Rio Tinto Zinc and the Goldfields South Africa. They
further discovered how to loot State Finances through sham

building and construction projects with costs inflated by
multiples.
Buildings and construction projects at absurdly inflated costs
litter the entire country and the capital city, Windhoek. The
most notable of these was firstly the State House. The
original cost estimate was a few hundred million rand, but it
was finished at the astronomical price of 19 billion rand.
Besides being the residence of the President, it was designed
to house cabinet offices and conference halls. These offices
are now standing unoccupied.
The second most cynical project was the Neckartal Dam, which
was contrived before 2011 as an irrigation scheme in the far
south of the country. The Southern African Institute for
Environmental Assessment (SAIEA) had submitted a report that
the project was not viable as the dam would require highly
specialised skills and largescale capital investments to
produce high value produce for the overseas market, which was
the purported object. It was further pointed out that the
nearby Naute Dam’s capacity was not utilised to the full. The
project continued irrespective. It was initially costed at
R3,02 billion, but it escalated to R5,7 billion in 2017, when
the uncompleted construction ground to a halt due to State
bankruptcy.
The particularly ludicrous procedures for contrived building
and construction were as follows: Cabinet would decide on the
project and determine the price; the consultants and quantity
surveyors would work out the bill of quantities to correspond
thereto; the fees of engineers, consultants and contractors
would rise proportionally with the multiply-inflated initial
price. The feasibility study would be made last. Members of
the Cabinet and State officials would collect relatively small
kickbacks. State assets worth billions would be sold for
kickbacks of a few million. (The resultant bankruptcy
[‘illiquidity’] is thus not temporary, but permanent, as
future assets such as for example State land were depleted.)

For the past year major projects like highways from Windhoek
and construction generally have ground to a halt, but it is
clear that the IMF, World Bank and the European Union have
moved in for direct ‘State Capture’, albeit clandestinely in
order to shield the Comprador State from a public perception
of not only its uselessness and debilitating ineptitude, but
encumbrance to true freedom.
The form and national peculiarities of each Southern African
State may differ, even remarkably in some instances. For
example, Zimbabwe, Angola, and Mozambique waged relatively
effective guerrilla struggles, driving the colonial rulers to
the negotiating tables, but nevertheless ended up as bourgeois
(pseudo Stalinist) States. African National Congress (ANC) and
South West African People’s Organisation (SWAPO) were foisted
on South Africa and Namibia directly as Comprador States with
parodies of armed struggles. The similarities are nevertheless
much more essential than the differences. These situations
could only be reached by a brutal and ruthless eradication of
any local opposition: In 1977, MPLA obliterated 5000 youth in
Luanda; Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU) eradicated
opposition by assassinating for Herbert Chitepo and workingclass youth in exile, and thereafter an estimated 30-60,000
and perhaps many more civilians in Ndebele in Southern
Zimbabwe. It made many disappear, and massacred farm workers
during its ‘land-grab’. ANC waged a war within South Africa
against the working class and its leadership, and, SWAPO and
ANC waged terror against youth in exile.
But the content of the crises remains essentially similar:
that is, bankrupt States seeking to be bailed out by ‘white
monopoly capitalism’.
The cash-strapped South African electricity utility ESKOM and
South African Airways (SAA) now openly seek private partners
(‘white monopoly capital’) to overcome inefficiency and to
piggy-back on what is presumed to be an effective and
competent private sector and the self-regulation of the

market. The absurdity is still argued that making State
enterprise attractive for private investors makes it
profitable. Which begs the question: if a State enterprise is
profitable, why sell it off?
Nevertheless, TELKOM’s 46,000 employees are already targeted
for reduction, although not the astronomical management
incomes and lavish international lifestyles and obscene
expenditures. A third of the employees are to be reduced.
In Namibia, the SWAPO government is appealing to the World
Bank for help in getting private partners for the State Owned
Enterprises.
Privatisation is demanded despite two major publications on
the effects of privatisation in Eastern Europe, Africa and
South America in the 1990s. UN researchers show that nowhere
in the world has privatization yielded the vaunted results.
Instead it has created mass
destabilization and hardships.

unemployment,

social

The signs are clear that international financial instances
have already moved into place and already demand ‘austerity’.
In Katima Mulilo, the CEO of the Municipality stated that
‘urban land’ is not for ‘poor people’ and bulldozed
settlements in order to save money on services. In Okahandja
letters have been issued to settlements giving notice of
bulldozing.
In general, the comprador States are clearly putting on their
nicest clothes to woo imperialism back to take over their
State functions as there is little to loot anymore. But, this
has set off intense proliferation of factions in the States
and squabbles amongst them. (This explains the nice and
friendly coup d’état in Zimbabwe)
Given the desperation of the working people in the
deteriorating economic situation and their falling living
standards, within the context of a crisis of leadership they

cling to each hope generated by demagoguery of the compradors
to bring change. And yet, there are many sceptical observers
amongst them.
In Zimbabwe, many notice that it is the same old edifice which
proclaims new salvation.
Likewise, in South Africa and Angola, working people are
observing the situation with caution.
CRISIS OF LEADERSHIP
Working people find it hard to respond to the looming threat.
Whilst no doubt their largely amorphous stirrings are the main
pressure for the compradors to feign a hope for real change,
they are also in crisis, a crisis of leadership.
This crisis is historic in context.
Especially in South Africa and Namibia, the working classes
have generated their own leadership in the union struggles
which started in 1971/2 in Namibia and lit the veld fire of
workers’ struggles in South Africa since 1973.
Whilst these struggles led to real union rights by the 80’s,
the ANC and SWAPO have led physical attacks against the
working class and its leaders since 1976. By 1984 they had
succeeded in disbanding or killing the union and workers’
leadership and corralling workers’ organisations behind the
nationalists through the Confederation of South African Trade
Unions (COSATU) and the National Union of Namibian Workers
(NUNW). In 1990 in Namibia and 1994 in South Africa, this
union leadership abandoned the workers for an alliance with
what they now call ‘white monopoly capitalism’.
Since 1992 when The Labour Act which contained significant
rights for workers was promulgated in 1992. Since then the
SWAPO regime, together with corporate lawyers, started
dismantling labour rights, first through endemic corruption in

the law courts, then using the introduction of illegal
practices such as contract labour, and then by rewriting the
Labour Act in 2007 to put it in line with neo-liberal
requirements of a total onslaught on labour rights.
This same process was followed in South Africa with the Labour
Relations Act of 1995 and its later amendments and conventions
introduced illegally such as contract labour.
These developments suggest that the working people must
generate a new and independent leadership both at union and
political levels.
They need a union leadership which leads them in the struggle
against the erosion of rights gained through three decades of
bloody struggle. They still have union rights to organise and
strike. But, they need a conscious and alert struggle against
the facilitation of the comprador class to enable capitalist
corporations to erode workplace rights by slave conventions.
There is no point living with your head in the political
clouds while working people need to understand their historic
tasks through fighting for concrete rights.
The meaning of fighting for political power on a mass scale
can only come from the fight for the protection of past gains
and rights against slave labour conditions, which the IMF, the
World Bank, the EU and the US are set to further entrench
through the compradors of Southern Africa.
Hewat Beukes
19 November 2017
Notes:
The bourgeoisie of Southern Africa was a comprador class for
imperialism before and after 1994. (Compradors are traders in
a colony or semi-colony who facilitate their county’s pillage
by imperialism.)

The Apartheid State was able to build a pseudo welfare state
on the backs of the working people, who with their families
comprised 90% of the South African nation.
The entrance of black governments heaped a further burden on
the working people. Not allowed to dig into corporate capital
and assets, they took hold of working peoples’ assets and life
savings.
The entrance now of direct control by the imperialists heaps
the ultimate burden on the working masses of Southern Africa.
They will not be able to bear any further burdens.
Editor’s Note: this is an edited version of a document that is
already circulating on social media.

Hewat Beukes discusses the
Past, Present and Future of
the WRP Namibia
Why did the party loose it’s N$1.3 million allowance from
Parliament in 2015? Why has the WRP distanced itself from it’s
own representatives in Parliament? What type of “communism”
does the party stand for and does it have a place in our
modern democracy?
Alna Dall speaks to President of the WRP, Hewat Beukes
An interview with Party President, Hewat Beukes

Disarmament, Demobilisation
and
Reintegration
of
Namibia’s Ex-combatants
By Hewat Beukes 11 June 2016 at UN PLAZA, Windhoek
Introduction
The struggle for what is today known as Namibia started in
1884 with the advent of German colonialism. At first it
started with the southern peoples, the Nama, Baster, Damara,
the Herero and the Bushman where the Germans had immediately
seized land. The groups initiating the struggle against the
German were first the Nama followed by the Herero. The Baster
later followed.
These struggles against the Germans culminated in the
extermination wars against first the Nama and Herero in 1904-8
and thereafter the Baster in 1915.
In 1919 the League of Nations ceded the administration of the
‘territory’ including Ovambo and Kavango lands with the
Çaprivizipfel’ to South Africa. Having been driven out of
South Africa by ever expanding colonial annexation and land
expropriation, the Khoisan in specific the Rehoboth Basters
were the first to resist. Since 1919 they filed petitions to
the League of Nations to object against South African
colonialism. In 1923 an uprising of the Herero and Baster was
looming in Rehoboth, but the town was encircled by South
African troops with machine guns and canons. The Baster and
Herero were disarmed, the Herero banished from Rehoboth and
more than 40 ‘ringleaders’ of the Baster were to die by firing
squad. A last minute intervention by the League of Nations

staved off the execution. By then the Herero had lost
virtually all their land and the Baster 2 thirds of their
land.
The resistance continued on the political level with frequent
petitions to first the League of Nations and then its
successor in 1945, the United Nations Organisation (UNO).
Civil resistance was continued by the nationalities led
informally by Hosea Kutako of the Herero. He would later
commission Baster, Herero, Ovambo emissaries to the UN to
argue the case for Namibia and present the demands for in
particular the land and self-determination of the nations of
Namibia.
In the meanwhile a new evil had arisen under South African
colonialism. Contract labour. In 1943 as a measure to
institutionalise slave labour from the populous northern areas
of Ovambo and Kavango lands, the South West Africa Native
Labour Association (SWANLA) was established by the South
African Administration. It brought young men from the north
under conditions tying them to specific employers
(owners/hirers) in the south in particular the mines, but also
to the farms. Farmers and even small businesses of all races
and tribes in the south used the facilities of this slave
system.
Farms became killing fields for many of these young workers.
Together with skilled and semi-skilled labour from the south
they built the Namibian infra-structure and untold profits and
wealth for the mining bosses, commercial business and a
fledgling industry including fishing.
The toll on them was horrendous. Besides the horror on farms,
fathers and youngsters were broken from the families in
humiliation and deprivation. It was the most complete system
of deprivation and dehumanisation.
By 1960, the following social-economic and political demands

and expectations, expressly and implied, led in the national
demand for self-determination:
1. An end to contract labour and proper wages and labour
conditions;
2. An end to restriction of movement and pass laws;
3. A restoration of landed property of the Herero, Nama,
Damara and Bushman;
4. The right to self-determination of all nationalities in
the territory now known as Namibia, including the
independence of the Caprivi.
In 1959 there was the Old Location Uprising. SWANU leaders
such as Kaukwetu played distinctive roles in directing the
masses led by Damara and Herero women.
The sixties saw SWAPO initiating a token guerrilla war on the
insistence of the AOU. This was not a serious attempt as
illustrated by the fact that the Commander-in-Chief Sam Nujoma
and his second-in-command Lukas Pohamba from Lusaka visited
the South African Army and Intelligence at the international
airport in Windhoek from where they went to Pretoria after
which they returned to Zambia.
REPRESENTATION
By 1970 the nation was politically represented by tribal
chiefs, SWAPO was an Ovambo tribal organisation, SWANU a
nationalist organisation supported by workers and lower middle
class elements. Workers were embroiled in labour struggles in
particular the contract labourers but by 1978, there was a
fully-fledged national workers movement led by the Rössing
miners articulating broad workers’ demands.
In 1971/2 contract labour staged a national General Strike
which ignited the whole of the Southern African sub-region and
led to 4000 youth fleeing in its aftermath to Zambia following
persecution and torture by northern tribal authorities.

In 1970, in an attempt at a United Front, the National
Convention was convened on 13 November 1970 in Rehoboth by the
tribal chiefs, the Volksparty, SWAPO and SWANU. In response
thereto the UN declared SWAPO the Sole and Authentic
Representative of the Namibian Nation.
This was a clear renunciation of the
Determination of the Namibian People.
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to

Self-

Again, in 1975 after the declaration of the Namibia National
Convention as the successor of the National convention the UN
reiterated the status of SWAPO.
But, already a crucial incident had occurred earlier in 1974.
Chief Clemens Kapuuo commissioned by the NC visited Europe and
the United Nations to argue the case for independence for
Namibia. While in Europe he sought the assistance of Peter
Katjavivi the West European Representative of the SWAPO. While
hosting the Chief and his delegation, Katjavivi blocked his
access to African, European and Carribean Governments by
slandering the Chief as a South African agent. The Chief met
closed door upon closed door and was informed of SWAPO’s Sole
and Authentic Representation status.
This broke up the National Convention. The Chief returned and
joined the South African initiative to ostensibly lead Namibia
to self-determination through what would become the Democratic
Turnhalle Alliance in 1976.
This opened the door to forced conscription of Namibians into
the Territorial Army.
There would have been no successful forced conscription if it
was not for this particular event offset by SWAPO’s Sole and
Authentic Representative status.
The malice of this act by the UN and the imperialists is seen
in the fact that at the time they conferred Sole
Representative status on SWAPO, PLAN and SPYL were in

political struggle on the following issues:
1. SWAPO was in alliance with UNITA and South Africa
against MPLA.
2. The SWAPO leaders were selling provisions (clothes,
food, medicines, weapons) donated for the guerrilla war
stored in massive warehouses as wholesalers while PLAN
fighters were dying in the camps of hunger, went
barefeet and many were without weapons.
3. SWAPO had no political programme.
4. SWAPO was not the representative of the Namibian
peoples.
The foreign missions and the United Nations in Zambia were
aware of the full extent as the SWAPO leadership’s inability
to be the Government of Namibia.
SWATF, PLAN and the agreements for DISARMAMENT, DEMOBILISATION
AND REINTEGRATION
It is within the above historical background which the
question of the SWATF and PLAN must be viewed.
With the clear denial by the UN and the imperialists of the
Namibian peoples’ right to choose their own representatives,
tribal chiefs saw their only way out of a prospect of
dominance by a tribal force itself as accepting the prospect
of at least limited self-rule by the colonial power.
A result was forced conscription which saw teenagers and young
men forced into the army most against their will, some out of
joblessness, and a few out of choice. They were from the
working class and poor peasantry.
The war itself was a low intensity war. More SWAPO members
were killed by the SWAPO leadership and the SWAPO leadership
in collaboration with South African than died in the war. The
war reached some degree of seriousness only because of the
commitment of fighters who thought they were fighting a just

cause. Those who excelled were killed, because the war was not
meant to be serious.
(Cassinga in 1978 and 1 April 1990 alone caused an estimated
1500-2000 deaths.) Thousands more were killed and thousands
were not accounted for.
Nevertheless, this ‘war’ is the stuff from which the SWAPO
leadership manufacture enduring myths: the war (meaning they
as freedomfighters) brought independence. SWAPO was not part
of the negotiations, in any event, not a decisive participant:
The terms of independence were determined by the 5-Western
Powers and negotiated with the Soviet Union, and South Africa.
The period 1976-89 had seen a giant working class rise in
South Africa in solidarity with the Namibian working class who
were fighting pitched battles and brought the South African
economy to its knees. By 1989 4 million workers could down
tools at any one time.
South Africa could no longer rule under Apartheid and it found
in the SWAPO leadership the tool to continue its rule.
Thus, since 1982 they worked out the conditions under which
Namibia would become independent. SWAPO as a condition to be
allowed to rule Namibia agreed to every condition guaranteeing
the continued rule of the colonial ruling classes.
The issue of the SWATF and its demobilisation
reintegration were merely technical issues.

and

These modalities were contained in the 1982 and subsequent
agreements and in terms of the Labour conventions of Namibia.
Severance pay, pension and insurance had to be paid out. Jobs
had to be created, preferably by integration into a Namibian
Army.
SWAPO reneged on these terms immediately upon taking over
government.

The reason why they did so and why they could so were twofold:
1. The need to enrich themselves as quickly as possible,
and,
2. The lack of leadership amongst the demobilised soldiers.
3. The lack of good faith from the side of the brokers of
the agreements.
A black irony started to emerge. The issue of PLAN and SWATF
were treated as a moral dichotomy: the one was a freedomfighter and the other a murderer.
However, most PLAN fighters and former SPYL members were
barred from benefits as slandered as spies.
Today, both groups remain on the edge denied income and work.
The criteria for conciliation, benefits and the coveted War
Hero status took contradictory forms: Aupa Indongo a
billionaire and known collaborator with South Africa has been
anointed as War Hero with street names in Windhoek, police
spies and former collaborators are SWAPO parliamentarians:
Elton Hoff, a demobilised SWATF is Supreme Court Judge,
etcetera, etcetera.
The problem which the soldiers and the PLAN face is that they
have no clear programme to counteract the denial of the SWAPO
leadership on the following:
1. No effective counter-propaganda;
2. No effective action plan;
3. No clear set of demands.
Our position is clear as contained in our manifesto. We
support the soldiers not only for compensation but as a
section of the working class of this country which is being
exploited and oppressed.
We will continue to propagate their position as part of our
overall programme for the working class to take political

power.

New edition of the The Worker
out now!
Out now! Issue Number
newsletter The Worker.
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This issue includes material relating to the recent Regional
and Local Authority elections and the ongoing attack on the
WRP by the SWAPO regime.

Letter
from
Workers
International to Speaker of
the National Assembly of
Namibia
15 June 2015
To Mr. Peter Katjavivi
Speaker of the National Assembly of Namibia
Sir,
we write to you in great concern about a campaign of slanders
and threats, including death threats, which is targeting
several members of our Namibian section, the Workers
Revolutionary Party.

The authors of these criminal acts are members of a group
around lay lawyer August Maletzky and former member of
parliament Benson Kaapala. August Maletzky took this campaign
to its highest point to date on Wednesday, 10 June, at about
18H30 when he shouted several times across the street at the
house of our member and the legal representative of the WRP,
comrade Hewat Beukes, that Hewat Beukes would be killed.
These threats by the Maletzky-Kaapala group have been
multiplying and intensifying since you, Mr Katjavivi, as
Speaker of the National Assembly, chose to promote this same
group of violent and dishonest elements around Maletzky and
Kaapala as a “faction” of the WRP on equal footing with WRP’s
legitimate leadership and its only legal representative,
comrade Hewat Beukes. You choose to ignore the fact that
comrade Hewat Beukes is indeed the only legal representative
of the WRP, a fact that is legally binding for everybody and
especially for you in your function as Speaker of the National
Assembly.
This is evidenced by your letter of the 21st of May, 2015, Ref
3/1/5/1, published by the Workers Revolutionary Party, by
which you try to justify withholding from that Party the funds
and offices to which it is entitled by law and by the votes of
13,328 Namibian citizens. Your arbitrary and illegal decision
treats WRP voters as some second-class citizens whose
political choice, embodied by the WRP and formulated in its
electoral manifesto, are not entitled to be fully represented
in the National Assembly and in the political life of Namibia.
That the Speaker of the National Assembly deems feasible such
a blatant breach of law and such a massive denial of
elementary democratic rights sheds a crude light on Namibian
democracy. That the victims are the supporters of the sole
workers party in Namibia shows unequivocally that the Speaker
of the parliament of Namibia especially does not consider
workers as worthy of being fully represented in that
parliament.
We are sure that this lesson will not be lost on the workers

and the poor peasants in Namibia and in other countries. But
our primary concern at the moment is for the safety of our
comrades. Obviously your promotion of the Maletzky-Kaapala
group emboldens this group to ever more daring attacks on our
members.
We ask you to rein in this group immediately. The first step
to do so is to immediately start acting according to the law
and release the funds and offices due to the WRP. Indeed, it
is only your illegal stance on this question that entertains
Maletzky-Kaapala group’s hopes to lay hand on funds and
offices and thus encourages it to proceed with its dangerous,
fraudulent and criminal activity.
We hold this group to be an instrument with which your party,
SWAPO, tries not only to deprive the WRP, its voters and
supporters of their democratic rights, but also to destroy the
WRP politically and physically.
We inform you that not only our international organisation but
the working class movement in Namibia and in several other
countries hold your party and you personally responsible for
all consequences past, present and future of your continued
promotion and usage of the Maletzky-Kaapala group and of all
other attempts to silence and destroy the WRP and the working
class of Namibia.
We are certain that none of your actions, Mr Katjavivi, takes
place without the knowledge and approval of your party and its
supreme representative President Hage Geingob to whom we
therefore send a copy of this letter.
Yours Sincerely,
for the Workers
International,
Bob Archer
Secretary
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New edition of the The Worker
out now!
Out now! Issue Number 2 of Namibia‟s proletarian newsletter
The Worker.
This issue includes material relating to the attacks on the
WRP’s position in the Parliament.

Defend the Namibian WRP! Put
an
end
to
the
threats,
interference,
intimidation
and harassment!
The Workers Revolutionary Party of Namibia (a section of the
Workers International to Rebuild the Fourth International) is
registered as a parliamentary party with long-standing member
Hewat Beukes as its official responsible officer. In November
2014 the WRP took part in the Assembly (government) elections
and won two seats.
However they faced problems immediately when parliamentary
officials tried to insert a certain Willem Beukes as one of
their MPs, whereas under Namibian law it is for each party
itself to name its MPs. This being the case officialdom was
obliged to back down. But this did not end the threats,
interference, intimidation and harassment of the WRP.
The aim of the SWAPO (South West African People’s

Organisation) government is to silence effective opposition to
their state-assisted looting of the country’s assets and
natural resources. Therefore they are deeply opposed to the
policies which the WRP wants to pursue in Parliament. These
were detailed in the maiden speeches of the two MPs explaining
that “we use parliament to advance the demands of the working
class including the poor peasantry”. (NOTE: these two speeches
are published in full in Workers International Journal no. 12,
May 2015: web: workersinternational.info).
In cahoots with officials of the Namibian parliament,
disgruntled, opportunist and politically backward elements are
now attempting to close down the legally registered party and
its responsible officer. These elements with craven respect
for the “powers that be” are goaded on by unprincipled figures
such as the well-known lay-lawyer Auguste Maletzky, who in
text messages on 8 and 9 May denounced SWAPO and its leaders
Sam and Utoni Nujoma in gutter language, but on 10 May, handin-glove with SWAPO officials, denounced the leader of the WRP
saying: “You [Hewat Beukes] are not the leader of the WRP! And
we shall prove it to you”.
With hopes of personal gain involving the funding available
for a parliamentary office and parliamentary duties, these
people organised a raid on the family home of Hewat and Erica
Beukes (one participant brandishing a gun!). They held a
“congress” on Sunday 17 May at a luxury Hotel in Windhoek not
far – but a world away – from the great mass of tin huts in
the city’s suburbs, and then on Monday 18 May a journalist
from Republikein newspaper informed Hewat Beukes that the
paper had received a press statement from Maletzky stating
that this “congress” had “elected” new leaders of the WRP and
carried out expulsions!
For over three decades and with huge personal tragedy, the
leaders of the WRP in Namibia have stood with the workers,
poor farmers and oppressed ethnic groups in their country;
• first in the struggle against apartheid,

• then against “liberation” leaders who held back the
struggle, exploited and abused genuine freedom fighters and
murdered them, delivered them over to apartheid forces,
imprisoned them in holes in the ground and tortured them
• then – against a corrupt regime brought in by an unholy
alliance of the USSR, western imperialist business interests
and western governments – fought for over two decades against
exploitation, legal chicanery and attempted class violence on
the part of the new SWAPO state.
This is the principled and recognised leadership of the
Workers Revolutionary Party of Namibia who dare to organise
and speak out. It is therefore easy to see why the authorities
urgently need to frustrate the wishes of the 13,328 Namibians
who voted for the WRP. Under pressure and in public the SWAPO
government is hoping to assuage opposition by “admitting” it
has made “mistakes” and it will now work hard to do better,
but behind the scenes SWAPO is fuelling attacks on the
opposition – the WRP.
The “International Updated Report” from the WRP Namibia
details the behind-the-scenes alliance between parliamentary
officials of the SWAPO regime (the Speaker of Parliament and
the Secretary of the National Assembly) with this group which
hopes to “dismantle the Workers Revolutionary Party and set up
a
surrogate”
(http://workersinternational.info/2015/05/international-report
-from-wrp-namibia/).
We are now calling upon all socialists and upholders of
democratic rights to defend the WRP of Namibia. The following
questions are being put to the Speaker of the Namibian
Assembly:
• On what legal basis does he disregard due communications by
the WRP’s statutorily authorized representative?
• On what legal basis does he communicate with unauthorized
persons?
• On what basis does he accept illegal communications (without

the registered logo, name, address, authorized rep) which
constitute criminal offences?
• On what legal basis does he suspend payment and offices?
We in the Workers International have spent our lives facing
down attempts to bully and intimidate us, and we do not take
such threats lightly. We will take all necessary steps to stop
any intimidation. The WRP Namibia has over many years of
struggle established a real alliance with the many oppressed
and exploited sectors in the country:
• ethnic groups struggling to maintain their lands against
sell-off to foreign business interests, and for a fair share
of the reparations from the former colonial power;
• home-owners who are unconstitutionally foreclosed;
• miners and civil servants and others robbed of their
pensions;
• workers struggling for a living wage.
The WRP Namibia has made considerable progress over the last
couple of years. The party may suffer setbacks and blows
orchestrated by the SWAPO regime manipulating opportunists who
follow individual and sectional agendas. Such people have no
confidence in the way forward involving the working class and
poor farmers acting in their own class interests. But the WRP
is a section of the Workers International to Rebuild the
Fourth International, and that body is precisely based on such
confidence, not just in Namibia but all over the world.
So we will support each other in resisting and overcoming all
such setbacks along the road of rebuilding the international
leadership of the working class. We ask all those who have the
interests of the working class at heart
1. To protest at these attempts to stifle and silence the WRP
of Namibia.
Protests can be sent to:
j.jacobs@parliament.na and
parliament@parliament.gov.na

2. Contact the WRP Namibia (at PO Box 3349 Windhoek, tel
061-260647, or email jacobusjosob@ymail.com) to express your
support and solidarity and if possible arrange to donate to
the comrades’ fighting fund. Donations to the Workers
International account: Account name: “Correspondence”, Unity
Trust Bank, Sort Code: 08-60-01, Account number: 20059400

International report from WRP
Namibia
An investigation into the operations of a strike force set up
by one August Maletzky, Harry Boesak, Willem Beukes, and
Benson Kaapala in cooperation with the Speaker of Parliament
and the Secretary of the National Assembly to dismantle the
Workers Revolutionary Party and set up a surrogate has
produced the following insight:
The Speaker and the Secretary as far back as 8 May 2015 went
into verbal and written communications with the said group
regarding efforts to dismantle the WRP and to set up an
organization with the same name.
On 9 May 2015 the group sent a group to a WRP Politbureau
meeting at the house of Hewat and Erica Beukes where one of
them threatened to shoot Cds Jacobus Josob and Sageus
Tjihenuna, and anyone who worked with Hewat Beukes. He had to
be restrained and dragged out of the house where he continued
his threats both physical and politically. Most of the group
were unknown lumpent elements.
The seriousness of these threats became only clear when it
came to light that this group was operating under the

direction of the Speaker, Professor Peter Katjavivi, Secretary
Jakes Jacobs, a magistrate Oupa Britz, August Maletzky and
Harry Boesak.
This group scheduled a meeting at the Safari Motel for 17 May
2015 for a meeting with persons to come from all over the
country. The meeting alone will cost at least R60,000.00.
The following extracts from August Maletzky’s email and cell
phone messages which he sent around regarding his new masters
and afterwards his tirades and threats carried to practicality
by his operatives against Hewat Beukes shows clearly to what
extent and lengths the Speaker, Professor Peter Katijavivi
would go to connive against the WRP.
It is a statement of character spanning the entire exile era.
Maletzky used the crudest and the most uncouth language
against the Professor’s party associates, but he does not
wince for a second. Maletzky upon agreements turns right
around and directs his total and absolute lack of culture
against Hewat Beukes without a murmur from the Learned
Professor.
The crude swearing of Maletzky constitutes crimen injuria, but
our lawmaker has no qualms to associate himself.
The fact that he uses legitimate objections against the SWAPO
whilst having no qualms to make a 180 degree turn-around shows
the unprincipled character of the person.
Hewat Beukes you called me an inveterate criminal, and
apologized after I compelled your sorry ass to. Well, Hewat
Beukes, your sorry ass days are numbered. Do the right thing
now, face the inevitable consequences. Freaken fool, thank
your stars for having your teeth intact. Your dream is about
to be shattered. Hungry Poes.. August Maletzky 08/05/15 20:04
Hewat Beukes, your boundless stupidity is about to backfire

big time. How come you call yourself the leader of the WRP?
Who gave you the right to: Besides, why don’t dos lose the
raging discontent about your legitimacy as WRP leader on FB?
Isn’t it laughable that the constitution of the WRP was signed
by you and Josob? You are not the leader of WRP! And we shall
prove it to you From: August Maletzky 10/05/15 22:01
August Galax8 May at 19:51 Swapo’s dirty panties on display:
Utoni Nujoma, freaken kont! This is especially for you and
your disgraced dad, Sam Nujoma:)
August Galax8 May at 11:43 The Truth will always
prevail….Swapo’s betrayal of their own freedom fighters
disclosed by non other than Mihe Gaomab. They, Swapo, are a
disgrace and an insult to humanity. That is why they like
parasites, survive by rigging elections!
We call on our members and our international comrades to
support us in our struggle against the perverse and
contemptible methods used by the Namibian Parliament to
threaten the lives of our leaders, destroy the WRP and deny
the Namibian electorate the right to elect their own
representatives. We call on them to make their aversion to
this perversion of Universal Franchise known to the world and
the Namibian Parliament.
The bourgeoisie backslap and award these anti-democrats for
sending the Namibian Nation deeper into the abyss. These are
crucial actions by the imperialists to legitimize their
surrogates.
Kindly make the contrary statement.
We call on our members and our international comrades to
support us materially and financially to mobilise our defence
against this vicious enemy and to exercise the right to build
our party.
We assure you that nothing will deter us!

Signed: Hewat Beukes,Authorised representative
WORKERS REVOLUTIONARY PARTY TO REBUILD THE FOURTH
INTERNATIONAL
P.O. Box 3349 Windhoek Fax: 088641065 Tel: 061-260647
jacobusjosob@ymail.com 15 May 2015
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Reply
to
US
Embassy
Invitation– from WRP Namibia
Letter:
to Mr. Charles Lobodell, Political Officer, American Embassy,
Windhoek, re: Meeting 10 December 2014
Dear Sir,
You have requested a meeting with me to discuss:
Our position on the election.
Our programme for the next 5 years in parliament.
We have delegated Mrs Erica Beukes, Jacobus Josob and our two
parliamentarians to meet with you on Thursday, 14:00, 11
December 2014. As indicated I will not be able to attend.
Our delegation is to discuss the following concerns.
In 1976 Dr Henry Kissinger on behalf of the American
Government requested Sam Nujoma to get rid of the “radicals”
in SWAPO. The “radicals” were SWAPO Youth League and PLAN
fighters who were demanding a stop to the corruption of the
SWAPO leadership and a Congress to call the leadership to
order and chart out a political programme centred on selfdetermination. This leadership were using warehouses of
weapons, food, clothing, medicine and general provisions as
their wholesalers while PLAN fighters were dying of hunger in
the camps.
They were also opposing the Sole and Authentic Representative
status of SWAPO bestowed on it by the United Nations
Organisation. The SWAPO leadership was tribal and did not
represent the Namibian Nation.

Dr Kissinger also had talks with President Kenneth Kaunda of
Zambia.
Shortly thereafter the Zambian Army rounded up the Plan and
Youth League members and started killing them. The survivors
were kept at Mbaroma Camp in Zambia.
As a result of the Kissinger initiative, SWAPO in 1978 started
building 3 metre deep dungeons in which it threw hundreds of
SWAPO members culling them regularly by firing squad and
hurling some of them from a mountain cliff in Southern Angola.
Thousands died in this manner until 1989.
Three days before the Cassinga massacre the SWAPO leadership
ordered the Mbaroma Camp inmates to be dressed in army
fatigues and brought to Cassinga in southern Angola to be
massacred on 4 May 1978.
Sam Nujoma during this reign of terror caused the 11-year old
son of Martha Ford (néé Beukes) to be killed as reprisal for
her criticism of their treacherous politics and sexual abuse
of young girls. Mrs Ford was a member of the Politbureau.
The ultimate consequence of this was that the issues of selfdetermination and civilization was deferred to today. We now
sit with a cleptocracy which ravages the country and its
people like a swarm of locusts.
Our delegation will also inform you of the electoral fraud
which has become endemic in this country. The very sovereignty
of the country has been shown to be void with the Indian
voting machines. This has been declared “free and fair” by the
European Union while the German Supreme Court has declared
voting machines to be intransparent and open to fraud. Even
Universal Franchise has been assailed and nullified.
Our concern is that the Kissinger Initiative put an indelible
question mark on your invitation. We cannot be blamed for
suspecting that this may be the beginning of American

intervention in Namibian affairs which bodes ill for Namibia,
ourselves and our party.
If that is the case, we demand that you desist from continuing
the Kissinger initiative.
We write this letter for the historical record, the laws of
which are stronger than any power.
Hewat Beukes, Authorised Representative.

